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1. Introduction
Let co denote a point or element of an arbitrary space Q, where a probability

measure II(2) is defined for every set 2 belonging to a certain additive class of
sets in Q, the H-measurable sets. The probability distribution in Q defined by H(z)
will be referred to as the probability field (H, Q). The points w will be denoted as
the elementary events of the field, while any set 2 corresponds to an event, the prob-
ability of which is equal to H(2;).
A complex valued H-measurable function

x = g (w)

constitutes a random variable, defined on the field (H1, Q). The mean value of x is
defined by the relation
(1) Ex = fg(w) dHI.

Throughout the paper, we shall always assume that, for every random variable
considered, we have

Ex =jg (co) d =O, E x I2=f I g () I 2dI<c

The first condition introduces some formal simplification, but does not imply any
restriction of the generality of our considerations, while the second condition is
essential. Two variables x and y are considered as identical, if El x - y 2 = 0.

Consider a complex valued function x(t, co) such that, for every fixed t belonging
to some specified set T, the function x(t, w) is a II-measurable function of co, and
thus defines a random variable x(t) on the field (II, Q). When t ranges over T,
we thus obtain a family of random variables, depending on the parameter t. On
the other hand, to any fixed elementary event co there corresponds a function

x (t) = x (t, ),

defined for all t belonging to T, and to any event 2 there corresponds a set of func-
tions x(t) having the probability II(2:). The function x(t) will be denoted as a
random function, defined on the field (II, Q2).

Throughout this paper, the set T will be assumed to be the real axis,
-X < t < + co. However, most of our considerations may easily be extended
to more general spaces.
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